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AUSTRIA 
 
Current Austrian Government focus on climate neutral adminstration by 2040 
The current Austrian federal government, which is formed by the conservative party and the Greens, 
has set itself ambitious goals in its 2020-2024 government program. It wants to be very specific about 
its role model and show in its own area of responsibility how climate-neutral administration can and 
should be achieved by 2040. Consequently, provinces and municipalities should be taken on this trip. 
The declared goal is that sustainable and innovation-friendly procurement should become the standard. 
The planned measures include activities e.g. in the area of alternative emission free mobility, new 
construction and renovation of buildings, comprehensive introduction of environmental management 
system, 100 % ecolabeled electricity, 100 % seasonal and 30 % quota for community catering for 
biological food by 2025 and 55 % by 2030. 
 
Revision of the Austrian SPP-Action plan by June 2020 

The basis for these measures is the naBe action plan. The criteria for its 16 product groups were 
revised in 2019 in that sense taking technological progress into account, fostering resource efficiency 
and contributing to a circular economy. The naBe - action plan will be adopted by the government by 
June 2020. 
 
Strenghten SPP in Austria by naBe-Platform as Service focal point 
The current result of an ongoing process to foster sustainable public procurement in Austria is the 
naBe Platform which is initiated and financed by the Ministry of climate action since 9/2019.  
The naBe Platform was established in the Federal Procurement Agency BBG1, the procurer for the 
federal level by law and voluntarily for all other public entities. Together with the Ministry, the 
scientific support by the Interdisciplinary Research Centre for Technology, Work and Culture (IFZ) 
the naBe Platform has the task to further develop and implement SPP in Austria and establish 
sustainability as a core principle for public procurement. More than that, the Platform shall function as 
a multi-stakeholder platform and bring together innovators, suppliers, public institutions and relevant 
interest groups to achieve the goals with respect to SPP.  
It was a conscious decision to locate the naBe platform office inside the BBG, as this physical 
proximity allows direct contact and cooperation with the strategic and operative purchasers in the 
BBG. The direct contact allows the naBe-Platformteam to be directly involved in the development of 
tenders and advocate for the inclusion of sustainability dimensions. This gives the chance to learn and 
understand the mechanisms behind the core business of public procurement and the challenges people 
face in their everyday work. Therefore, the naBe-Platform team is in a good position to foster the 
uptake of sustainability criteria in public tenders. Furthermore, the organisation of SPP related events 
and workshops will raise awareness and train people about the benefits of SPP. 
 
In preparation: 

• Relaunch of the website nachhaltigebeschaffung.at 
• Events:  

16 March 2020: Workshop Sustainable Universities 
26 March 2020: Sustainable procurement in the public administration 
21 April 2020: Green IT  
19 May 2020 Ecovation 2020: Sustainable Municipality 
End of June 2020: Mobility for the Future 
1 October 2020: BBG-Fair Nutzen.Leben 2020 mobility for Austrian procurers 
9 November 2020: naBe-Action Day „Mobility“ in cooperation with Upper Austria  

                                                           
1 German acronym BBG 
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BELGIUM 
 
Federal level 

Professional purchasing experts can turn to the Sustainable Purchasing Guide from the Belgian federal 
government for direction on making their government contracts innovative, environmentally friendly 
and both socially and ethically responsible. Besides policy and regulatory information, the guide also 
refers to good practices, example bills of specifications, labels, criteria and clauses. The guide also 
contains a great many files, collated per product group, which should be helpful for purchasers in 
preparing their specifications. 
The information in the guide is co-ordinated by the Federal Institute for Sustainable Development 
(FISD), but is often the result of collaboration between various services and experts. In 2019, a group 
consisting of representatives from the FISD, along with regional and federal services, was set up to 
serve as a sounding board for expanding the guide on three levels: 

• mapping out a range of sustainable products and services with the best availability; 
• updating the hallmarks available per product group; 
• creating an inventory of sustainable standards (ISO, NEN, EN, etc.) to aid in formulating 

technical specifications. 
 
New market information was collected and collated into files for the following products and services: 

1. electronic displays for the professional market that are designed to allow multiple people to 
view images, moving pictures and text in a ‘non-office environment’; 

2. waste management; 
3. smartphones; 
4. vending machines: these are automated machines that provide food, drink and other 

products, optionally for payment. 
Work has also been commenced for fire extinguishers, items for medical consumption and financial 
products. 
 
Additionally, the sounding board group has shone a light on the label market. They investigated which 
hallmarks meet the criteria in Art. 54 of the Act of 17 June 2016 regarding government contracts. 
These labels can be used in specifications as proof that the services supplied conform to the required 
sustainability regulations. 45 social and environmental labels for 150 product groups were re-assessed 
in this context. They met the various criteria in Art. 54 and were evaluated as ‘PASS’. Labels no 
longer relevant were removed from the website. 
  
After all, purchasers often refer to European or international standards (ISO, NEN, DIN, EN, etc.) to 
safeguard the quality of their products, services, processes or management systems. There is a very 
large number of such standards. Some describe highly detailed specifications for product components, 
while others map out the various steps of a process. Certain standards are suitable for emphasising 
specific sustainability characteristics. For example, ISO 13273 can be referred to for energy efficiency 
and renewable energy sources, the ISO 15342 series for recycled plastics or ISO 37100 for sustainable 
cities and municipalities. This is why the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) has 
crossed its own standards over with the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). An overview of this 
classification can be found at https://www.iso.org/sdgs.html. 
For (government) purchasers and policy-makers, the sounding board group took the view that it would 
be appropriate to set up an additional classification in line with materials, products and certain 
sustainable policy themes. An original set of 20,000 standards was reduced to 150 sustainable 
standards using automatic tools, a code book and manual verification. 
All the information can be found in both Dutch and French at www.gidsvoorduurzameaankopen.be. 
 
 
Brussels Capital Region 

https://gidsvoorduurzameaankopen.be/nl
https://www.iso.org/sdgs.html
http://www.gidsvoorduurzameaankopen.be/
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The Brussels Region has set up a network of public buyers who meet and exchange views, in 
particular during training sessions that are organized several times a year. The interest in these training 
session has been steadily growing. The training sessions cover all themes of public procurement, from 
food to cleaning products. 
 
A newsletter informs the network of news on sustainable public markets and shares the good practices 
developed by the members. The members of the network also have access to an online platform which 
gathers all useful information to help the members make their procurement more sustainable (training 
materials, standard specifications, legal framework, etc.). Finally, central procurement markets are 
being developed by the Brussels Capital Region authorities in order to facilitate access to sustainable 
purchases (office supplies, green electricity, electric vehicles leasing, IT products, new and second 
hand bicycles, etc.). 
 
 
Government of Flanders / Flanders Region 

Update on GPP-related activities since June 2019: see track changes in ‘GPP NAPs June 2018’. Worth 
mentioning are the implementation of a CO2 performance ladder for procurement in 20 pilot projects 
in the 2020 – 2022 period, which was already announced in June 2019. The first pilots are in progress. 
Next to the Government of Flanders, the Brussels Capital Region and Walloon region also have 
committed themselves to pilots in light of the CO2 performance ladder. 
 
The Government of Flanders has been developing an LCC instrument on indoor lighting since 2018. 
After 2 test rounds for an international (European) test panel in 2018 en 2019, the tool will now be 
finalized. Publication is expected by November 2020. The Government of Flanders aimed at 
developing a tool which is complementary to the tool developed and published by the European 
Commission in 2019 (https://ec.europa.eu/environment/gpp/lcc.htm). The Flemish tool aims at bigger / 
more complex projects and foresees an option to take into account the CO2 emissions during the 
production phase of lamps / fixtures (if an EPD is available). 

 
 

BULGARIA 

Project “Methodological Support for the Development of Green Public Procurement in Bulgaria” was 
implemented during the period 2015-2019 by the Public Procurement Agency. It was funded under the 
Bulgarian-Swiss cooperation programme and aimed to create conditions for purposeful policy in GPP 
area. 

The outcome and the deliverables of the project encompass:  

• Studied and forecasted potential of the domestic market of GPP - Analytical Report was 
developed: 
http://www.aop.bg/fckedit2/user/File/bg/practika/Proekt_analitichen_doklad.pdf 

• Selected 12 GPP product groups that are suitable for the award of "green" procurement: 
http://www.aop.bg/fckedit2/user/File/bg/practika/Spisak_produktovi_grupi.pdf 

• Practical Handbook for green public procurement was elaborated and printed in recycled 
paper. It consists of Strategic Module (strategic aspects of GPP), Legal Module (explains 
the applicable legal framework) and Operational Module (presents sample standard 
criteria for selected product groups): 
http://www.aop.bg/fckedit2/user/File/bg/novini/PwC_Handbook_A5_Print_Single%20pa
ge_new.pdf Specific examples for using environmental procurement criteria, incl. from 
the practice of national contracting authorities are presented in the Handbook as well  as 
two life cycle calculators for Computers and Monitors and Street Lighting. 

https://urldefense.com/v3/__http:/www.aop.bg/fckedit2/user/File/bg/practika/Proekt_analitichen_doklad.pdf__;!!DOxrgLBm!VC9RXiDIPnG-DrnY8qvNgX9OC9kdZVqaFRX9Gpy_kZbhYeAmQrEKvw32FjurOGSzges3re6g$
https://urldefense.com/v3/__http:/www.aop.bg/fckedit2/user/File/bg/practika/Spisak_produktovi_grupi.pdf__;!!DOxrgLBm!VC9RXiDIPnG-DrnY8qvNgX9OC9kdZVqaFRX9Gpy_kZbhYeAmQrEKvw32FjurOGSzgcpd1NWy$
https://urldefense.com/v3/__http:/www.aop.bg/fckedit2/user/File/bg/novini/PwC_Handbook_A5_Print_Single*20page_new.pdf__;JQ!!DOxrgLBm!VC9RXiDIPnG-DrnY8qvNgX9OC9kdZVqaFRX9Gpy_kZbhYeAmQrEKvw32FjurOGSzgaWl69Qq$
https://urldefense.com/v3/__http:/www.aop.bg/fckedit2/user/File/bg/novini/PwC_Handbook_A5_Print_Single*20page_new.pdf__;JQ!!DOxrgLBm!VC9RXiDIPnG-DrnY8qvNgX9OC9kdZVqaFRX9Gpy_kZbhYeAmQrEKvw32FjurOGSzgaWl69Qq$
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• Improved awareness of good environmental protection practices in public procurement 
(information events, training seminars, working visits and workshops): 

- Two working visits to Switzerland (2018 and 2019); 
- Two information events for 100 participants (2019); 
- Eight thematic trainings on the project for different target groups, with training of more than 
200 participants (2019); 
- Developed a distance training course on GPP (2019) - it has been integrated also in the 
training programmes of the  Institute of Public Administration.  
• Swiss Good Practices Catalogue on Sustainable Public Procurement:  
http://swiss-contribution.bg/uploads/manager/source/Final%20-
%20Good%20practice%20guide%20%20EN.pdf  
• Supplied energy efficient IT equipment (4 multi-functional devices for the needs of the 

Public Procurement Agency) 
• Supplied advertising materials, made from recycled materials and/or biodegradable 

products. 
More details: https://swiss-contribution.bg/projects/zeleni-porachki/metodicheska-pokrepa-za-
razvitieto-na-zelenite-obshtestveni-porachki-v-balgariya  
 

CYPRUS 
 

General 

Cyprus within the framework of its obligations to the European Union, has prepared its own National 
Action Plan for promotion of Green Public Procurement. The first Action Plan was approved by the 
Cabinet of Ministers in March 2007 and the second plan in January 2012.  

The implementation of the national Green Public Procurement Action Plan is mandatory for all State 
Authorities (Public Sector Contracting Authorities), Public Law Principles (Public Law Organizations) 
and Local Authorities, since it has been approved by the Cabinet of Ministers. 

Cyprus National Action Plan (NAP) includes strategic targets and actions that aim to change the 
consumer model by adopting policies for sustainable production and consumption. The Department of 
Environment included the GPP Toolkit criteria in GPP National Action Plan in 2012. 

http://www.moa.gov.cy/moa/environment/environmentnew.nsf 

The goal for each product category is separately stated in Annex A, of the GPP NAP. With certain 
exceptions, generally the target of 50% of the COM (2008) has been adopted for Cyprus GPP NAP. 

The National GPP Action Plan is directly linked to the National Action Plan for Renewable Energy 
2010-2020 of the Ministry of Energy, Commerce, Industry and Tourism. 

The revision of the GPP NAP has started. 

The Department of Environment cooperates with the Treasury of the Republic of Cyprus which is 
responsible for the framework agreement of the public procurements in Cyprus and e-procurement 
platform. Alongside this cooperation, Cyprus has succeeded to include green specifications in several 
product categories (paper, bags, paints, cleaning products etc), including ecolabeled products and also 
included Emas and ISO 14001, in award criteria in specific categories.  

https://urldefense.com/v3/__http:/swiss-contribution.bg/uploads/manager/source/Final*20-*20Good*20practice*20guide*20*20EN.pdf__;JSUlJSUl!!DOxrgLBm!VC9RXiDIPnG-DrnY8qvNgX9OC9kdZVqaFRX9Gpy_kZbhYeAmQrEKvw32FjurOGSzga4yjmm8$
https://urldefense.com/v3/__http:/swiss-contribution.bg/uploads/manager/source/Final*20-*20Good*20practice*20guide*20*20EN.pdf__;JSUlJSUl!!DOxrgLBm!VC9RXiDIPnG-DrnY8qvNgX9OC9kdZVqaFRX9Gpy_kZbhYeAmQrEKvw32FjurOGSzga4yjmm8$
https://urldefense.com/v3/__https:/swiss-contribution.bg/projects/zeleni-porachki/metodicheska-pokrepa-za-razvitieto-na-zelenite-obshtestveni-porachki-v-balgariya__;!!DOxrgLBm!VC9RXiDIPnG-DrnY8qvNgX9OC9kdZVqaFRX9Gpy_kZbhYeAmQrEKvw32FjurOGSzgYv4FRxD$
https://urldefense.com/v3/__https:/swiss-contribution.bg/projects/zeleni-porachki/metodicheska-pokrepa-za-razvitieto-na-zelenite-obshtestveni-porachki-v-balgariya__;!!DOxrgLBm!VC9RXiDIPnG-DrnY8qvNgX9OC9kdZVqaFRX9Gpy_kZbhYeAmQrEKvw32FjurOGSzgYv4FRxD$
http://www.moa.gov.cy/moa/environment/environmentnew.nsf
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In particular, in 2017, the Treasury of the Republic of Cyprus won one of the CY GPP Awards 2017, 
in category Copying /Graphic Paper, because has procured and assign Ecolabeled paper for the whole 
government in Cyprus in percentage of 70%. In 2018 assign the procurement to ecolabeled copying 
and graphic paper in percentage of 100%. 

Monitoring 

- Review of achievements, every few years, for each category by the relevant questionnaires or letters 
sent by the Department of Environment. 

- All authorities have assigned a contact person - "Internal Coordinator" for GPP and notified the name 
to the Department of Environment.  

- Cyprus market products list features an Eco-label list of products as well as a list of products which 
are considered more environmentally friendly than others uses for the same purposes. 

Projects for GPP 

The Department of Environment (DoE) supports and/or participates in the following projects 

- GRASP-MED (Green procurement And Smart city support in the energy sector) 
http://www.grasp-med.eu/ 
GRASP is a Med Programme Project’s and its aim is to increase the potential of MED Smart 
cities in organizing and developing Smart and Green e-Procurement processes with focus on 
renewable energy sources and energy efficient solutions. The project finished in June 2015. 
 

- GreenS (Horizon 2020) Green Public Procurement Supporters for innovative and 
sustainable institutional change. http://greensproject.eu/en/ 
GreenS project is designed to focus the attention of public authorities to Green Public 
Procurement (GPP), Life Cycle Cost of the products and Life Cycle Procurement analysis as 
part of their means to achieving the ambitious goals for exceeding the EU 20% CO2 reduction 
by 2020. Another aim of the project is to overcome the barriers and obstacles to 
implementation of GPP by the establishment of Green Public Procurement Supporters 
(G.PP.S) units within the partner energy agencies.  
 
In May 2016 a training workshop and a roundtable with stakeholders was held in Cyprus. The 
main objective of the workshop was to present to the local stakeholders the EU policies and 
Strategies on GPP, the circular economy and circular procurement as well as an introduction 
of key criteria for the GPP categories vehicles and office equipment. The presentations were 
provided by the invited experts of the International ICLEI- Local Governments for 
Sustainability Agency.  
 
More training seminars was held in 2017 and 2018, in all Cyprus cities, focusing on GPP 
policy, circular economy and public procurements as well as in four GPP categories, 
introducing the criteria of inside/outside lighting, vehicles, office equipment,  heating and 
cooling. The project finished in May 2018. 
 

- GRASPINO-MED (Transnational model, strategies and decision support for innovative 
clusters and business networks towards green growth, focusing on green e-procurement 
in EE/RES for energy refurbishment of public buildings) 

 
GRASPINNO focuses on eco-innovation and, in particular, green energy for energy 
refurbishment of public buildings. It aims to strengthen innovation capacities of both demand 
and supply sides of public and private actors, towards the realization of new 

http://www.grasp-med.eu/
http://greensproject.eu/en/
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models/strategies/tools for enhanced transnational cooperation, improved networking, 
enhanced capacity building and novel ways for access funding in emerging economic sectors 
such as Green Growth. The project finished in October 2019. 
 

CY GPP AWARDS 

 
2019 
 
The Minister of Agriculture, Rural Development and Environment, Mr. Costas Kadis, participated in 
the celebrations of the Green Public Procurement Awards, held in Cyprus for sixth consecutive year 
on Friday, 22nd of November, 2019. The Minister awarded also EU Ecolabel to new products of one 
company in the category “Indoor and Outdoor Paints and Varnishes” and seven 
organizations/enterprises with the certification of the EU Eco-Management and Audit Scheme 
(EMAS). 

Along with these awards, awards were given to the best proposals of Environmental Action «I Change 
ways. I give “life” to my wastes», that took place in all primary and secondary schools in the 
framework of the European Week for Waste Reduction 2019. The organization of the environmental 
action «I Change ways. I give “life” to my wastes», was carried out by the Department of the 
Environment in collaboration with the Pedagogical Institute. 

The award ceremony was attended also by the Governor of the Central Bank of Cyprus. The ceremony 
was organized by the Department of Environment, in cooperation with Cyprus Energy Agency. 

The Green Public Procurement Awards of Cyprus, “CY GPP Awards”, is an initiative that started in 
2014 and appears to have a strong response from Contracting Authorities and Contracting Entities 
(State Authorities - Public Sector), Public Law Organizations and Local Authorities. Prizes were also 
awarded to private sector bodies.  Since 2017 Public Law Entities were added in this initiative.   

This year, for second time, a new category was added in CY GPP AWARDs "Green Eco Management 
Bodies" in cooperation with Department of Agriculture of the Ministry of Agriculture, Rural 
Development and Environment.   

A total of 27awards were given. Fifteen for the Public Sector and twelve for the Private sector.  It is 
importand to mention that five of the organizations awarded with EU EMAS were Army Camps of the 
Ministry of Defence.  
 
http://www.moa.gov.cy/moa/environment/environmentnew.nsf/All/5F779D146C45DB2BC22584BD0
0353CB6?OpenDocument 

 

Waste and Circular economy 
 
Since November 2017, the EU Directive 2015/720 about reducing the consumption of lightweigh 
plastic bags was adopted by the National Legislation and the application of the law will start on July 
the 1st 2018. The Department of Environment organizes a two week campaign starting at 23 of June 
until 8 of July 2018, by promoting reusable bags. 
 
The Department of Environment leads a prevention program, for separate collection reduction and 
utilization of municipal waste. The project has been included in the Operational Programme 
"Competitiveness and Sustainable Development 2014-2020". 
The project is based on the provisions of the Municipal Waste Management Plan and the National 
waste prevention programs. It consists of actions designed to implement the “pay as you throw” and to 

http://www.moa.gov.cy/moa/environment/environmentnew.nsf/All/5F779D146C45DB2BC22584BD00353CB6?OpenDocument
http://www.moa.gov.cy/moa/environment/environmentnew.nsf/All/5F779D146C45DB2BC22584BD00353CB6?OpenDocument
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promote and encourage waste prevention, reduction and separate collection in order to achieve high-
quality recycling, as required by the waste hierarchy as well as possible spot treatment in order to 
strengthen the principle of proximity. Alongside the project involves number of funding schemes for 
processing plants of separately collected waste and industries which will invest in the integration of 
the treated waste in the production process. Purpose of sponsoring projects is to strengthen the high-
tech processing of that waste and, as much as possible to preserve resources in Cyprus Republic thus 
reinforcing the principle of self-sufficiency and proximity. 
 
A second programe titled “Reduction scheme for municipal solid waste of seaside hotels and nearby 
related waste sites” has been included in the Operational Programme "Competitiveness and 
Sustainable Development 2014-2020". The program intends measures and rational management of 
solid municipal waste activities generated by hotels and almost similar relevant public waste sites (eg, 
restaurants, cafes and other tourist developments of the project area). The program aims to create 
adequate infrastructure for separate collection at source and collection of recyclable waste such as 
paper, plastic, metal and glass and organic (kitchen and gardens / parks) waste of waste generated 
from the integration region at least 50%.  
 
 
The DoE participate also in number of projects as below: 
 

- «Life Know Waste» titled «Rethink (Reduce, Reuse, Recycle) LIFE13 INF/CY/000919. 
Awareness Campaign to Reduce, Reuse and Recycling in Cyprus" 
http://rethink.com.cy/en/campaign/campaign-rethink 
 

- DAIRIUS "Sustainable Management Expired Dairy products in Cyprus" - LIFE10 ENV / CY / 
000721 http://www.dairiusproject.com/ 
 

- «Lifeorganico» Revamping organic farming and its products in the context of climate change 
mitigation strategies - LIFE14 CCM/CY/000990 http://organikolife.com/en/objectives/ 
 

- «LIFE UrbanProof» Climate Proofing Urban Municipalities: LIFE15 CCA/CY/000086 
http://urbanproof.eu/en/ 
 

- «CYCLAMEN» LIFE 14/CAP/CY/000006 
 http://lifecyclamen.com.cy/ 

DENMARK 
 

The Partnership and the Forum  
 
The Partnership on Green Public Procurement and the Forum on Sustainable Procurement are the 
Ministry of Environment and Foods’s two main initiatives on GPP. 

• The Danish government released their strategy for circular economy in Denmark (the CE 
strategy), in which funding for the secretariat is secured for 2019-2022:  

• The Partnership on Green Public Procurement has 16 members and represents around 20% of 
the means spent on public procurement in Denmark. The Partnership is in the process of 
amending revised criteria for procurements of “Transportation”, “Building & Construction” 
and “Toys”. Criteria for procurements on textiles and paper are expected to be finalised by 
April 2020. The procurement categories for “Transportation” and “Building & Construction” 
have proven to be difficult to reach agreement upon amongst our members, which means it is 
still under revision. 

• The Forum on Sustainable Procurement finalised the output from the working group on 
“Sustainable procurement and the SDG’s”. The output from this group was a pamphlet with 

http://rethink.com.cy/en/campaign/campaign-rethink
http://www.dairiusproject.com/
http://organikolife.com/en/objectives/
http://urbanproof.eu/en/
http://lifecyclamen.com.cy/
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guidelines, and a guide to find tools (a toolbox) to work with and integrate the SDG’s in 
procurement. Forum also started a working group focusing on single-use plastics and 
packaging – on how to minimize the use of single-use plastics in public institutions, how to 
work with the EU directive on singleuse items etc. The output was finalised and published in 
2019. The output from the two working groups was presented at our conference 5th of 
November. In 2020 Forum are planning to hold working groups around Transportation, Asset 
& Inventory and IT. The output of these working groups have not been decided yet. 
Furthermore, Forum will host workshops around FSC-certified wood and TCO. 

 
Under the CE strategy, we have also gained funding for the following projects:  
 

The responsible procurer: 
• A development and update of the web-portal “The responsible procurer” (csr-indkob.dk). This 

portal aims to give guidance on how to include environmental as well as social/ethical 
considerations in tendering material. The development and update of the web-portal started in 
February 2019 and was re-launched in Feburary 2020. The existing TCO tools are available on 
this portal. 

 
Task force on GPP  
Continuation of a national task force aimed at helping both public institutions (municipalities) as well 
as SMEs implementing GPP in practice and to introduce existing tools and networks concerning GPP. 
The task force will have augmented focus on issues related to circular procurement. This task force 
launched in the autumn of 2019 and will be advising 14 public institutions og GPP and circular 
procurement.  

•  
 

Analysis of the financial and environmental consequences of green and/or circular procurement 
 

• A follow up analysis to the report on “the price for the public authorities’ green choices”. The 
analysis is expected to be finalised towards the end of march 2020.  
 

Total cost of ownership  
• Additional work on TCO tools (Total cost of ownership). Developing TCO tools for new 

areas, improving the existing, and ensuring communication about the tools available.  
• In spring of 2019 we started the projects regarding TCO, we made a pre-analysis on which 

areas it would be beneficial to develop new TCO tools and we held two user-engagement 
workshops, to find out what the procurers obstacles are regarding the use of TCO, and on what 
product groups they would like to find TCO tools. Existing tools can be found on csr-
indkob.dk (The responsible procurer). We are currently developing new tools for 
transportation 

• An analysis on where it makes most sense to use TCO as criteria in public tenders. We have 
found a consultant for the contract on this analysis. The project started in April, and is 
expected to be finalised in October 2019. 

• Implentation of an after-use module have been developed for the 13 existing TCO-tools and 
are expected to be released en of march 2020. 
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ESTONIA 
 
National criterias are developed for 4 categories (furniture, computers and monitors, coping and 
graphic paper and cleaning products and services). The green requirements developed for these 
categories are based on the EU GPP Criteria – adapted to the Estonian context. 
We have launched study to identify additional GPP categories and guidelines, it should be finished in 
March 2020. 
 
We have one central procurement register (e-Public Procurement Register). Green Public Procurement 
is periodically monitored through the official electronic public procurement website (EProcurement 
Estonia). 7854 public procurements were carried out in Estonia in 2018. The value of public 
procurement is a little over 2 billion euros which makes up 10,3% of GDP and 26,1% of the state 
budget. 
 
Official statics shows only 3 % GPP. Tenders should mark procurement green, if using environmental 
criteria(s), it isn’t taken automatically. We are improving some functions of the register in order to 
make it more simple for the users. 
 
European Commission and ICLEI series of training programs on GPP started last year in November; 
20 local municipalities are participating. 

 

FINLAND 
 

Government policy 
The Finnish Government, led by Prime Minister Sanna Marin, has stipulated several objectives and 
actions for public procurement in its program Inclusive and competent Finland – a socially, 
economically and ecologically sustainable society https://valtioneuvosto.fi/en/marin/government-
programme . The main objectives are: 

- Innovative procurement will account for 10 per cent of all public procurement by 
the end of the parliamentary term. The fulfilment of this objective will be 
monitored annually. 

- To increase the efficiency of public procurement, the Government will take action 
to have more emphasis placed on quality criteria in public tenders. The Act on 
Public Procurement and Concession Contracts will be modified to encourage 
contracting entities to consider the price-quality ratio and the overall cost as the 
primary criteria for the most economically advantageous solution, and to use the 
procurement price as the sole criterion in limited cases only. 

- The Government’s aim is that a condition is set for social employment in public 
procurement. 

- The central government and local authorities must act as leaders in the adoption of 
environmentally friendly solutions.   

- We will increase procurement expertise and the obligations of the Act on Public 
Procurement and Concession Contracts concerning procurements and quality 
assessment. We will amend the Act on Public Procurement and Concession 
Contracts so that carbon and environmental footprints will be included as criteria 
for procurements with significant environmental impacts. 

https://valtioneuvosto.fi/en/marin/government-programme
https://valtioneuvosto.fi/en/marin/government-programme
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- We will adopt a tool for the division of risks of innovative procurements. We will 
accelerate the widespread adoption of good practices for sustainable and innovative 
procurements.  

Based on the Government Program, the following actions have already been undertaken: 

- The Ministry of Finance has, together with the Association of Local and Regional 
Authorities, launched a co-operation forum on impactful public procurement under 
the auspices of which a national public procurement strategy is being developed. 
The national strategy will gather all sectoral objectives and actions under one 
umbrella. The strategy will be finished by summer 2020. 

- The Ministry of Economy and Employment is working on an action plan on how to 
achieve the 10 % objective of innovative procurement.  

- Under the Government’s research and analysis framework for 2020 a study on the 
inclusion of carbon- and environmental footprint in public procurement legislation 
will be conducted under 2020.  

Operational activities 

The Competence Centre for Sustainable and Innovative Public procurement, KEINO, has been 
leading the work on SPP and innovative public procurement since 2018. 

Currently KEINO focuses on the following activities: 

- KEINO Academy is a development program on management of strategic public 
procurement. A total of 27 procurement authorities from different levels of public 
administration participate in the first program. The second academy will start in 
autumn 2020. During the first program, new tools developed by KEINO are tested 
with the participating authorities. The e-tools include spend analysis, organisational 
maturity analysis and a tools for identifying the procurement categories with the 
biggest impact for climate  objectives and innovation.  

- KEINO’s buyer groups are developed around common needs of public procurement 
entities. The outcome of the groups should increase peer to peer learning and co-
creation with suppliers as well as efficient scaling of new solutions and procedures. 
Altogether 10 buyer groups are currently working in a result-oriented manner: 
Digital platforms and apps in the education sector, resource efficiency and 
digitalization in water management, management of polluted soils, healthy indoor 
climate, the use public spaces 24/7, health care regions responsible procurement, 
low carbon construction, low carbon transport-how to implement the clean vehicles 
directive, digital platforms and shared transport services. On top of the buyer 
groups the signing of two green deals on public procurement is foreseen this 
summer: Green deal on zero emission construction sites and green deal on reducing 
hazardous substances in procurement for early childhood educational facilities. 
National SPP criteria development is to a large extent done in these groups. For 
instance a joint guide for all health care regions on responsible procurement, 
including a total of 30 product groups. Link to the guide in Finnish 
https://www.hankintakeino.fi/fi/vaikuttavat-ja-vastuulliset-sairaanhoitopiirien-
hankinnat-kehittajaryhma  

- Regional change agents for sustainable and innovative public procurement have 
been recruited for altogether 15 regions. The role of the agents is to give advice to 

https://www.hankintakeino.fi/fi/vaikuttavat-ja-vastuulliset-sairaanhoitopiirien-hankinnat-kehittajaryhma
https://www.hankintakeino.fi/fi/vaikuttavat-ja-vastuulliset-sairaanhoitopiirien-hankinnat-kehittajaryhma
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procurement entities and to facilitate the dialogue between them and companies in 
order to accelerate sustainable and innovative public procurement.  

- For capacity building KEINO published in 2019 an e-learning module on the basics 
of sustainable and innovative public procurement. The material will also be used by 
several Universities of Applied Sciences in upcoming educational programs on 
public procurement, thus incorporating sustainability and innovation in regular 
public procurement education. KEINO recently published a guide on ex ante 
evaluation of societal impact in public procurement ( link to the guide in Finnish: 
https://www.hankintakeino.fi/sites/default/files/media/file/Opas-julkisten-
hankintojen-vaikutusten-ja-vaikuttavuuden-ennakkoarviointiin-ja-
mittaamiseen_muokattava.pdf .  In 2020 KEINO will have a series of webinars on 
low carbon procurement. The Finnish Environment Institute has published a report 
on carbon footprint on household consumption and public procurement 
https://www.syke.fi/en-
US/Current/Carbon_footprint_of_Finnish_household_co(55211) 

A competence centre on impact investment has been set up in the ministry of Economy and 
Employment. The competence centre continues the work on social impact investments developed by 
the Finnish Innovation Fund, Sitra. 

 

GERMANY 
 

1. Regulatory framework 
 

Status Quo 
 
Public procurement legal framework in general 
As a result of the comprehensive modernization of the public procurement legal framework 2016-
2018, Germany possesses a modern legal framework for awarding public contracts, which opens up 
extensive opportunities for contracting authorities to provide for sustainability criteria in the award 
procedures. Sustainability aspects may be included in procurement procedures above the EU 
thresholds as well as below. 
 
Federal Climate Change Act 
The new Federal Climate Change Act that came into force at the end of 2019 includes in article 13 a 
regulation for climate friendly public procurement. Procurers on federal level or those who apply 
federal law must take into account the national climate target for 2030 and have to examine how they 
can support this target. If they can chose between several options they must prefer the product that 
supports the mitigation target the most at lowest costs. Life cycle costs and economic costs for climate 
protection must be considered in an appropriate way.  
Outlook 
 
Collection and analysis of public procurement data 
While implementing the EU directives on public procurement into German federal law, 
the German government sought to go beyond the implementation of electronic tender 
processes, establishing measures that allow for tender data to be collected centrally for further 
analysis. Therefore, in 2016, Germany passed the Ordinance on Public Procurement Statistics 
(Vergabestatistikverordnung, VergStatVO). The VergStatVO conveys upon all contracting authorities 
the obligation to submit information on their procurement activity. All tenders above EUR 25 000 
conducted by contracting authorities at the federal, state and local level are to be reported to the 

https://www.hankintakeino.fi/sites/default/files/media/file/Opas-julkisten-hankintojen-vaikutusten-ja-vaikuttavuuden-ennakkoarviointiin-ja-mittaamiseen_muokattava.pdf
https://www.hankintakeino.fi/sites/default/files/media/file/Opas-julkisten-hankintojen-vaikutusten-ja-vaikuttavuuden-ennakkoarviointiin-ja-mittaamiseen_muokattava.pdf
https://www.hankintakeino.fi/sites/default/files/media/file/Opas-julkisten-hankintojen-vaikutusten-ja-vaikuttavuuden-ennakkoarviointiin-ja-mittaamiseen_muokattava.pdf
https://www.syke.fi/en-US/Current/Carbon_footprint_of_Finnish_household_co(55211)
https://www.syke.fi/en-US/Current/Carbon_footprint_of_Finnish_household_co(55211)
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statistics system (such as the tender value, the type of procedure used, award criteria and a range of 
information related to the contracting authority and the economic operator). The Ordinance has been 
thoroughly updated in February 2020, including comprehensive data collection in sustainability 
aspects in public procurement procedures. This will for the first time provide reliable data on the use 
of sustainability criteria. The Ordinance will fully enter into force once the IT tools to automatically 
collect and transmit data is operational. The system will be operated by the Federal Statistics Office 
which is already instrumental in collecting data for monitoring Germany’s efforts to fulfill the UN 
Sustainability Development Goals (SDG). According to our current planning, the system will go live 
in autumn of 2020. 
 
Circular Economy Act 
In the context of the amendment of the Circular Economy Act the Federal Government has recently 
proposed amendments to § 45. The amendment would oblige Contracting Authorities on federal level 
to prefer resource efficient products and services. The current regulation contains only an obligation to 
examine. The Circular Economy Act is currently negotiated in Parliament and expected to be adopted 
in fall of 2020. 
 
General administrative rules on the procurement of energy efficient goods and services 
The Federal Government is currently updating the existing “General administrative rules on the 
procurement of energy intensive goods and services” (Allgemeine Verwaltungsvorschriften zur 
Beschaffung energiereffizienter Leistungen – AVV-EnEff) which have expired at the end of 2019. The 
administrative rules will be adjusted to the European framework on energy efficiency labelling 
requiring Contracting Authorities to procure products with the highest available energy efficiency 
label. It also includes an obligation to prefer products and services with the Blue Angel (Blauer Engel) 
label Contracting Authorities have to examine whether repairing or renting products might be the more 
sustainable option. 
 
General administrative regulation on climate-friendly procurement  
In the wake of the Climate Action Plan 2050 (Germany's long-term emission development strategy) 
and the Climate Protection Programme 2030 the Federal Government plans to present preferably this 
year a general administrative regulation to commit federal administrative bodies to procure works, 
goods and services which are more climate friendly esp. by avoiding CO2 emissions. 
 
 
2. Support services 
Competence Center for Sustainable Procurement (KNB)  
Trainings & Events  
Trainings & Events of procurers on all federal levels were continued. With the Federal Government's 
Sustainability Programme of Measures, the Competence Centre for Sustainable Procurement (KNB) 
located in the Federal Ministry of the Interior's Procurement Office was also commissioned to train the 
contracting authorities at federal, state and municipal level. Since the first training course at the 
Federal Chancellery on 6th May 2014, the 100th training course at the Federal Administrative Court in 
Leipzig has been celebrated. And demand continues to be high: the KNB team is already fully booked 
until the end of 2020. In addition, there will be internal training courses in the procurement office 
itself, which will be continued with the aim of reaching all employees.  
The training courses themselves have a modular structure: From the basics of sustainable procurement 
through implementation and the legal framework to focus modules that cover individual processes 
such as life cycle costs or individual product groups. The selection of modules is incumbent on the 
body that applied for the training. Ecological, economic and social aspects are always addressed in all 
modules, in particular the focus modules. 
The KNB range is also subject to constant updating and expansion. In 2018 the module "Biogenic 
products" was developed and offered.  
National Action Plan on Economics and Human Rights 
New declaration of commitment on compliance with labour and social standards in public ICT 
procurement: In a joint initiative, the Procurement Office of the Federal Ministry of the Interior 
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(BeschA) and the digital association Bitkom have updated the purchasing conditions for the socially 
sustainable procurement of ICT products and services. The new Declaration of Commitment increases 
requirements for social sustainability in public procurement and thus the protection of employees in 
global supply chains. ILO core labour standards, such as the prohibition of child and slave labour, 
prohibitions of discrimination and the right to collective bargaining, have long been observed in 
production. Now there are additional standards on occupational health and safety, the use of 
chemicals, minimum wages, the limitation of weekly working hours and social security. The standards 
to be observed must be made known to local employees. 
 
Competence Center for Innovative Procurement (KOINNO) 
The Competence Centre is managed by the non-profit Association for Supply Chain Management, 
Procurement and Logistics (BME) on behalf of the Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy. 
The Centre advises public institutions at all levels (federal and state authorities, cities, municipalities) 
in matters of innovative procurement.  
The objective of KOINNO Consultancy is to increase the innovative strength of public procurement 
by providing consultancy services on innovative management (processes, strategy, organisation) and 
by consultancy services on innovative products itself. 
* Tools (in German) 
LCC-Tool-Picker 
A selection aid for calculation of LCC 
Toolbox 
The toolbox offers numerous useful tools, e.g. on the subject of award procedures, procurement 
strategy and project management. 
Guidance document on Innovative Procurement 
 
German Environment Agency (UBA) 
Review 
* New GPP-Guidelines: 

• tender recommendation for buses (in German and English) 
• tender recommendation for wallpaper and woodchip wallpaper (in German and English) 
• tender recommendation for writing instruments and stamps (in German) 
• tender recommendation for software (in English – 1st half of 2020) 

 
Outlook 
UBA-Conference on Environmental Aspects in Public Procurement in Berlin (01 October 2020) 
Back to back with the next GPP AG meeting in Berlin and within the margins of the German EU 
Presidency UBA/BMU will host an international conference on GPP. The aim of the event is to bring 
together experts, decision makers, practitioners and scientists in public procurement from all over 
Europe to discuss the latest topics on green public procurement and how it can be assured that it meets 
the European goals of a circular economy, climate protection, biodiversity and non-toxicity. 
Registration will be open soon. 
 
Revised “Guidelines for the Sustainable Organisation of Events” (1st half of 2020) 
 
New GPP-Guidelines: 

• tender recommendation for products made of recycled plastics (in German – 1st half of 2020)  
• tender recommendation for software (in English – 1st half of 2020) 

 
Publishing of revised “Regulations of the federal states in the field of environmentally friendly 
procurement” in Germany (in German – 2nd half of 2019) 
 
Sustainability Compass (in German and English) 
The Sustainability Compass is a website provided by Engagement Global with its Service Agency 
Communities in One World (SKEW) on behalf of the Federal Ministry of Economic Cooperation and 

https://www.koinno-bmwi.de/informationen/toolbox/detail/lebenszyklus-tool-picker-1/
https://www.koinno-bmwi.de/informationen/toolbox/detail/toolbox-1/
https://www.koinno-bmwi.de/fileadmin/user_upload/publikationen/KOINNO_Leitfaden_2017_barrierefrei_aktuell.pdf
https://www.umweltbundesamt.de/omnibusse-0
https://www.umweltbundesamt.de/en/publikationen/guide-on-green-public-procurement-buses
https://www.umweltbundesamt.de/publikationen/leitfaden-zur-umweltfreundlichen-oeffentlichen-13
https://www.umweltbundesamt.de/publikationen/guide-on-green-public-procurement-wallpaper-ingrain
https://www.umweltbundesamt.de/schreibutensilien-0
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Development and in cooperation with Deutsche Gesellschaft für internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ). 
It informs and supports purchasers at all administrative levels to take greater account of social and 
ecological concerns in public procurement.  
 
 * Sustainability Standards Comparison Tool (SCCT) 
For those responsible for procurement, standards and labels are an important medium to proof socially 
and environmentally compatible production conditions. However, the ever-increasing number of labels 
makes targeted use difficult. In the future, The Sustainability Standard Comparison Tool (SSCT) 
makes it easier for procurement managers to identify and analyze suitable standards and to compare 
different quality marks. Moreover, users have the possibility to check conformity of labels with 
regulation (e.g. provisions of the EU Public Procurement directive (2014/24/EU)). Text modules for 
tendering documents as well as a list of companies with certified products complete the service. 
 
*Municipality Compass  
Procurement managers need to know which sustainability criteria they can incorporate into their tender 
documents and how they can be implemented. The Municipality Compass offers a product-specific 
overview with practical examples from municipalities all over Germany and a list of companies 
offering products in compliance with specific sustainability standards.  
 
*Best Practice Map 
The interactive map shows which municipalities already contributed best practice documents to 
sustainability compass and enables users to filter them using criteria such as location or size of 
municipality, type of document as well as product group.  
 
* Sustainability in the procurement process 
There are numerous possibilities for integrating sustainability aspects into the procurement process. 
The advice and explanations are based on core principles of sustainable procurement and can help to 
include social and environmental aspects systematically in a tendering procedure. 
 
*Procurement Tool 
The Procurement Tool supports the decision-making processes preceding the preparation of the tender 
documents. A set of queries guides through important questions such as legal framework, market 
situation and availability of suitable labels. After the final steps, the tool lists one or more ways of 
implementation, which are suitable for the presented case. 
 
Service Agency Communities in One World (SKEW) 
The Service Agency is a service provided by Engagement Global on behalf of the Federal Ministry of 
Economic Cooperation and Development to support local development cooperation. One of four main 
areas of activity is the support of municipalities, which engage in Fair Trade and socially responsible 
procurement. The Service Agency supports the development activities of local actors by providing 
them with training, information, networking and advisory services free of charge. (German website 
and English overview) 
* Fair Procurement Network 
A network founded in 2007 and bringing together more than 260 experts from municipalities, science, 
civil society and other institutions interested in implementing socially responsible procurement. 
Annual conferences, a newsletter as well as a digital communication platform are offered to the 
members of this free of cost network. 
* Sustainability Compass 
This web tool is a cooperation project with GIZ and described in detail below (3). 
* Legal advice on the implementation of sustainability criteria into municipal procurement 
Municipalities can make use of a free of charge legal advice service focussing on sustainability criteria 
in municipal procurement processes. 
* The Capital City of Fair Trade Competition 
This bi-annual competition invites municipalities to submit their best projects and to enter the contest 
among the most dedicated municipalities in Germany. First launched in 2003, the competition had 100 

https://www.kompass-nachhaltigkeit.de/en/municipality-compass/
http://oeffentlichebeschaffung.kompass-nachhaltigkeit.de/en/best-practice-map/
http://oeffentlichebeschaffung.kompass-nachhaltigkeit.de/en/sustainability-in-the-procurement-process/
https://skew.engagement-global.de/fairer-handel-und-faire-beschaffung.html
https://skew.engagement-global.de/fair-trade-and-fair-procurement.html
https://skew.engagement-global.de/netzwerk-faire-beschaffung.html
https://skew.engagement-global.de/kommunaler-kompass-nachhaltigkeit.html
https://skew.engagement-global.de/rechtsberatung-bei-vergaben.html
https://skew.engagement-global.de/wettbewerb-hauptstadt-des-fairen-handels.html
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participation cities in its most recent run in 2019. Socially responsible public procurement is one of 
five spheres of activity. The competition makes best practice visible, motivates cities to deepen their 
commitment and, with its attractive prizes, supports future Fair Trade projects in the winning cities. 
 
3. Additional activities and initiatives 
Conference on Public Procurement in Berlin (21 October 2020) 
In the margins of the German Presidency a High-Level Conference on Public Procurement will be 
organized by the Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy. One of the main topics will be 
sustainability in public procurement as well as the COM initiative with regard to the “New Green 
Deal”. 
 
Alliance for Sustainable Procurement  
The Alliance is chaired by the Federal Ministry of Economic Affairs and Energy. 
The work continues in 2020 in several expert groups covering topics such as resource efficiency, 
standards and monitoring issues. The “Standards” expert group under the supervision of the German 
Environment Agency is developing guidance for the procurement of eco-socio-friendly textiles (see 
also above). 
 

HUNGARY 
 

• As part of its programme titled “Focus on Innovation Public Procurement 2019-2020”, in 
December 2019, the Public Procurement Authority of Hungary handed out an Innovation 
Award for studies, papers and theses on innovative public procurement. The Authority also 
established the Public Procurement Prize for the most innovative public procurement 
procedures. In 2019, the Prize was awarded to the public works for a school construction and a 
public supply of LED streetlights in Budapest, 

• update of the sustainability website of the Authority is continuous, 
• the Public Procurement Authority applied green aspects in its own procurement procedure for 

cleaning services. 
 

 
As regards future plans for 2020:  
 

• On the occasion of the 25th anniversary of the establishment of the Public Procurement 
Authority of Hungary, an international conference is foreseen for June of 2020. The primary 
focus of the conference will be sustainable public procurement, control and transparency and 
the current issues of EU public procurement. Further information will follow soon, 

• In 2020, the Authority continues its programme titled „Focus on Innovation Public 
Procurement 2019-2020”, in the framework of which the following actions are planned: 
Public Procurement Prize to be awarded to the most sustainable (green, innovative and 
social) public procurement procedures, Sustainability Award to be handed out for studies, 
papers and theses covering the topic.  

 

IRELAND 
 

Developments since May 2019: 

1. Green Government Decision January 2019 

https://www.dccae.gov.ie/en-ie/environment/topics/sustainable-development/green-government/Pages/default.aspx
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In January 2019, the Irish Government decided that Government Departments and Public Bodies 
would reduce the generation of single use plastic waste and focus on improving overall resource 
efficiency within their organisations. This Government decision focuses on green procurement in 
two main ways. 

i. The Department has collaborated with the national Office of Government Procurement to 
produce a circular which outlines the importance of including sustainable procurement 
practices into normal procurement. 

ii. Each government department produced a Resource Efficiency Action Plan. These plans 
are intended to reduce water and energy usage, and maximise recycling in the workplace.  
All organisations were encouraged to examine their procurement practices in relation to 
improving their own resource efficiency.  
 

2. Greening of Centralised Framework Agreements:  
There has been significant ongoing work to increase the inclusion of green criteria in central 
government framework agreements. These include recent tender procedures in the following 
areas;  

• Catering & Hospitality Services 
• Stationery and Office Supplies 
• Customised Envelopes 
• Commercial Cleaning Services  
• Courier Services 
• Cleaning Supplies 
• Laundry Services 
• Packaged ambient food, meat and dairy products 
• ICT 
• Security Services 

 
3. Monitoring and Measurement: 

We are working with partner bodies and agencies on developing a reporting template to allow 
Government Departments to monitor, measure and report on the number and value of green 
tenders undertaken.  Piloting of this will happen in 2020. 
 

4. GPP4Growth Interreg Europe Project: 
Phase one of the GPP4Growth project ended in 2019. It saw many networking and training 
events rolled out for the benefit of government, local authorities and public bodies, such as the 
Info Day held in Dublin on September 26th. Most recently was the regional summit meeting 
in Malta in December.  
Information on the progress of the Irish elements of the project including policy briefs and 
details of workshops are available at the link here.  

 
5. Climate Action Plan: 

Ireland’s Climate Action Plan was published in June 2019. It identifies how Ireland will hit its 
carbon emission reduction targets for 2030 with a long term goal of reaching net zero carbon 
emissions by 2050. It covers many areas towards making the future of Ireland more 
sustainable, including the development of our circular economy with specific actions around 
green public procurement. 
 

6. Public Consultation Waste Action Plan for a Circular Economy 
Members of the public have been invited to give their input on the development of Irelands 
new Waste Action Plan. This plan will allow Ireland to move towards a more Circular 
Economy and meet the goals set out in the Climate Action Plan. Included in the consultation is 
a section on Green Public Procurement in Ireland. The consultation ended in February and a 
review of a submission will begin in March. 

https://www.gov.ie/en/circular/Circular-20-2019/
https://www.dccae.gov.ie/en-ie/environment/topics/sustainable-development/green-public-procurement/Pages/GPP4-Growth.aspx
https://www.dccae.gov.ie/en-ie/climate-action/publications/Documents/16/Climate_Action_Plan_2019.pdf
https://www.dccae.gov.ie/en-ie/environment/consultations/Documents/26/consultations/Waste_Action_Plan_for_a_Circular_Economy.pdf
https://www.dccae.gov.ie/en-ie/environment/consultations/Documents/26/consultations/Waste_Action_Plan_for_a_Circular_Economy.pdf
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ITALY 
 
During the reference period, the definition and approval of the Minimum Environmental Criteria 
(MEC) is going on. In particular: 

- the Minimum Environmental Criteria (MEC) on ““Managed print services” (new product 
group) and “Purchase of imaging equipment, rent of imaging equipment service” (third 
revision) (Ministerial Decree 19th October 2019) and on “Purchase of toner and ink jet 
cartridges  and Empty cartridges collection, preparing for re-use and supply of 
remanufactured cartridges service” (Ministerial Decree 17th October 2019) have been 
adopted;  

- the MEC on “Catering service and food supplies” (first revision) and on “Gardening design, 
gardening service and purchase of gardening products” have recently been sent again to the 
Minister for their adoption;     

- the MEC on “Cleaning service”, “Cleaning and sanitization service in hospitals”, “Hard 
surface cleaning products”, “Hands soaps”, “Tissue paper products used for drying hands” 
are ready to be sent to the Minister for their adoption; 

- the MEC on “Textiles”, “Restyling and ennobling of contracting authority’s textile products”, 
“Laundry service and renting of textiles products, bed mattresses, and industrial laundry 
detergents” are finalized; 

- the MEC on “Purchase, lease and rent of vehicles” and on “Lubricants” are next to be 
finalized; 

The products groups (PGs) in progress are: Roads design, construction and maintenance (new Product 
Group); Waste management and street sweeping (first revision); Events (new Product Group); 
Furniture (third revision). 
 
The PGs scheduled to start in 2020: Urban furniture (including, for ex. playgrounds for children); PC 
desktop and laptop and server; Vending machines; Public transport service. 
 
The procedure to adopt the new GPP National Action Plan is also going to start. 
 
Training activities 
About training activities, is on going the CReIAMO PA project, concerning training and technical 
assistance on Sustainable Public Procurement and Minimum Environmental Criteria, financed within 
the National Operative Programme Governance and Institutional Capacity (European Social Fund and 
European Resource and Development Fund). 
 
Within this project has been provided training to local authorities, central purchasing bodies and trade 
associations via webinar, e-learning, workshops as well as technical assistance and coaching on GPP.  
Also a regional level, especially in the Regions involved in co-financed projects (Calabria, “GREENs” 
Horizon 2020; Friuli Venezia Giulia, “STREAM” InterregEurope and “PrepAIR” LIFE; Piemonte 
“PrepAIR” and “CircPro”, InterregEurope; Sardegna “GPP Best”, LIFE; Emilia- Romagna 
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“PrepAIR”; Veneto  “PrepAIR MED”; Liguria “ENHANCE” Interreg Europe, “CIRCUITO” Alcotra, 
“ECOBATI” Alcotra, “ENHANCE”), have been done training activities.   
Furthermore, five Regions on twenty has their own GPP help desk. 
   
Moreover, within the agreement signed in January 2018 by the Ministry of Environment and the Trade 
Association, workshops and meetings with economic operators and contracting authorities on 
Minimum Environmental Criteria for textiles, footwear, catering service, furniture, building 
renovation maintenance and construction, construction materials, have been organized. 
 
Other technical assistance and workshop were organized in other public bodies, with a large amount of 
spent in public procurement (Italian Social Security Institution), Metropolitan City of Rome, the 
Italian Army) and with professional orders (lawyers, architects, engineers). Specific learning modules 
on GPP is also present in Public Administration National School. 
 
Recycled and by-products content in  products  
In Italy there are two environmental label schemes, Remade in Italy and Plastica Seconda Vita, 
certifying and labelling the recycled content in products and materials. For example the label Plastica 
Seconda Vita, registered in 2005 and accredited in 2016, has been at the moment released to 158 
firms. During these years, drived by the Italian GPP criteria, there was a significant increase of 
labelled Plastica Seconda Vita products, passed from about 1500 in 2014 to 3500 in 2020. Most of 
them are packaging (1200) and urban furniture (780). Other labelled products are: plastics materials, 
baskets, bins, constructions materials, florovivaistic products, trolleys, buckets and other plastic 
products used in cleaning service, all of them linked to GPP criteria. 
Recently, due for GPP criteria also on the by-product content, also deriving from industrial symbiosis 
(containing in the draft of the new MEC on textiles), the Italian Standardization Body  (UNI) drafted a 
praxis on certification schemes and certificates on recycled or by-products content. The praxis 
describes organizations tasks, the means to demonstrate the classification of the materials, the 
methodology to calculate the content of recycled or by products content (taken from the UNI EN ISO 
14021), the procedure to verify it and the competence of professionals that verify and certify it. 
 
Also, certificated and labels are the means of proof mentioned in a provision having the aim to support 
the market of material deriving from waste recover, the art. 1, comma 73, Law n. 145/2018 “Budget 
law for year 2019”, that states a credit tax for companies that purchase: 
 
- products made with at least the 30% by weight with plastic deriving from the separate collection of 
plastic packaging; 
- biodegradable and compostable packaging according to UNI EN 13432  
- packaging made from at least the 70% by weigh in recycled paper and made from at least the 50% by 
weigh in  aluminum deriving from the separate collection of waste.      
 
Also to support the market of green products through environmental taxation, it could be interesting a 
reduction on value added tax for Ecolabel (EU) products and services, where compatible with the 
Council Directive 2006/112/EC  or, if not, through specifics amendments on this Council Directive to 
do such a change. 
 
 

LATVIA 
 
The regulatory instrument prepared by the Ministry of Environmental Protection and Regional 
Development – Cabinet of Ministers Regulation on Requirements for Green Public Procurement and 
Procedures for Application – came into force from 1st July 2017 and determines the requirements and 
criteria for green public procurement (GPP) and procedures for application  
http://www.varam.gov.lv/eng/darbibas_veidi/green_public_procurement/  The purpose is to regulate 
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GPP implementation, monitoring and assessment, by determining the product groups and services 
where application of GPP is mandatory (annex 1 of the regulation). The mandatory product and 
services groups are copying and graphic paper, office IT equipment, office furniture, food and catering 
services, cleaning products and services, indoor lighting, street lighting and traffic signals. At the same 
time, the regulation defines the GPP requirements and criteria for the groups of products, services and 
works where GPP application is voluntary (annex 2). In addition, annex 3 of the regulation defines the 
Methodology of Life Cycle Costs for Energy Consuming Products. To facilitate the application of 
regulatory framework, implementing guidelines for every product group and service has been 
elaborated.  Public procurement in Latvia accounts for 20% of GDP. In 2019 GPP in financial terms 
reached GPP proportion for all procurements are 17.3% in financial expression and 13.2% by number 
of all public purchases. Statistics on GPP are collected annually by the Procurement Monitoring 
Bureau. The proportion of green public procurement is highly dependent on common procurement 
contracts for projects financed by EU financial instruments.  Ministry of Environmental Protection and 
Regional Development currently reviews the Cabinet of Ministers Regulation No. 353 and in 
particular, the GPP criteria and requirements for several products and services group (food supply and 
catering services, computer hardware and ICT infrastructure, cleaning products and services, indoor 
and outdoor lightning, construction, road construction, transports, furniture and textile). It’s planned to 
develop the GPP requirements and criteria for 2 new groups of products and services to be covered by 
scope of Cabinet of Ministers regulation No. 353:  
 Children’s playground and sport ground covers, using recycled tire material;  
 Cloud services for ICT and data servers.  

Starting from 2015 Ministry of Environmental Protection and Regional Development is being 
supported trainings about GPP application. Over the course of five years, 29 seminars have been held, 
training over 1600 procurement professionals. Following changes to the GPP criteria, 11 thematic 
discussions were organized in 2019 with stakeholders to agree on the most appropriate wording.  
In order to facilitate the uptake of GPP in public contract the efforts has been made to give an 
additional support for purchasers:   
 Have developed the “calculator” of life-cycle costs for energy consuming product groups, as 

well as “calculator” for construction life-cycle cost assessment;    
 Have developed implementation guidelines of green procurement and green public 

procurement for certain products and service groups, including core criteria in the 
procurement tenders;    

 Prepare and submit to the Cabinet of Ministers annual reports on the implementation of green 
public procurement;    

 Organize regular methodological workshops and training for operators and state and local 
government institutions on green procurement and its application in purchases.   

 

SLOVAKIA 
 
 
10/2019 
The Concept of Development and Implementation of GPP in the Slovak Republic 
The executive branch of government of the Slovak Republic has adopted The Concept of 
Development and Implementation of GPP in the Slovak Republic (CoDI GPP). It includes 4 main 
approaches towards development and implementation of GPP in the Slovak Republic: 1.) involvement 
of stakeholders on every level (political will and dialogue between management and employees), 
2.) skills improving, 3.) efficient and simple method of procurement and 4.) continuous impact 
assessment and reflection on the progress. CoDI GPP also contains measures to achieve these goals 
– preparation of the general guideline about GPP (included in CoDI GPP); guidelines preparation for 
procuring 3 product groups (Copying and graphic paper, Computer and monitors, Road Transport); 
providing trainings in these 3 product groups for public agents; preparation of the amendment of the 
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Slovak Public Procurement Act (to contain the definition of “environmental aspect”); proposal of the 
next product group suitable for the guideline; to increase the environmental goals of The Office for 
Public Procurement (OPP); to present the good practise about procurement of the electro mobile by 
OPP. 
 
10/2019 
Green light for electric drive 
The Institute for Environmental Policy (analytical unit of The Ministry of Environment of the Slovak 
Republic (MoE)) prepared a commentary focusing on advantages of electric cars in terms of their 
long-term operating costs. As part of the commentary, the calculator to compare the cost of 
conventional cars and electric cars was developed. Available on-line in Slovak here: 
https://www.minzp.sk/iep/publikacie/komentare/elektricky-pohon-dostava-postupne-zelenu.html. 
 
01-02/2020 
Monitoring of the GPP application in 2019 
Monitoring of the GPP application in 2019 will be run by the Slovak Environmental Agency (SEA) 
during March 2020 via on-line survey. The data for 2019 will be available by the end of June 2020 and 
submitted to the executive branch of government of the Slovak Republic The survey will focus on all 
contracts and purchases for product groups covered by the National Action Plan for GPP for 2016-
2020 (NAP GPP III), using of ecolabels, using of energy labels, using of environmental management 
systems, using of specific environmental criteria for 3 product groups (Copying and graphic paper; 
Computer and monitors; Road Transport). The survey should cover also indication of usage of 
European Structural Funds and other relevant European funding instruments. 
 
02/2020 
Mandatory GPP at central government level in 3 product groups 
The executive branch of government of the Slovak Republic has adopted the resolution on the basis 
of which the GPP shall be mandatory at central government level in 3 product groups (Copying and 
graphic paper; Computer and monitors; Road Transport) as of July this year. GPP within these 
3 product groups is also advised to the local authorities (presidents of the regions and president of the 
Association of Towns and Villages of Slovakia) by this resolution. Further product groups shall be 
mandatory every next year (for 2021 it should be Cleaning products and services). National GPP 
criteria for 3 product groups (Copying and graphic paper; Computer and monitors; Road Transport) 
are based on the EU GPP criteria adapted to the conditions posed by the Slovak law, mainly PP law. 
 
 
An outlook for the next 6 months 
Work on the new National Action Plan for GPP 
As the period covered by the NAP GPP III is coming to its end this year, the MoE has kicked-off the 
work on the preparation of the new National Action Plan for GPP. It will aim to achieve the long-term 
goal set in The Greener Slovakia: Environmental Strategy of the Slovak Republic until 2030 
(Envirostrategy 2030) - 70 % of GPP of the total value of public procurement until 2030. 
 

SWEDEN 
 
The National Agency for Public Procurement has an overall responsibility for developing and 
supporting the procurement carried out by the contracting authorities and entities. We have an 
extensive support on sustainable public procurement, below we limit the scope to green public 
procurement. 
 
Environmental impact of public purchasing 

https://www.minzp.sk/iep/publikacie/komentare/elektricky-pohon-dostava-postupne-zelenu.html
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We have analysed the environmental impact of public purchasing in Swedish state authorities and 
agencies. Estimate is based on a spend analysis with an integrated environmental input/output-study. It 
shows that the climate impact from the parts of the state included in the analysis amounted to nearly 
4,266,000 tonnes of carbon dioxide equivalent. This corresponds to about 1.9 million passenger cars. 
The emissions of inhalable particles are estimated to be almost 6,021 tonnes and the change in global 
land use is estimated at almost 3,181 million square meters. Land use corresponds to an area of 
approximately 785,000 football grounds. 
 
Support on labels such as ecolabels  
We have during the year published support on labels on our webpage where we among other things 
provide a method for assessing the labels according to the procurement law. We are also developing 
criteria that refers to labels. 
 
Criteria updates 
The National Agency for Public Procurement are developing SPP criteria and currently have more 
than 600 criteria in our database. The last 6 months we have published updated GPP criteria within the 
following areas: 

• Medical consumption products: infusion aggregates, endotracheal tubes, catheters. 
• Pharmaceuticals 
• Fish and shellfish 
• Cars, mini buses, light vehicles 
• Criteria for indoor environment 
• Criteria for minimizing risks of damages in buildings and of mold, due to humidity.  
• Health care Electrical and Electronic Equipment  
• Meat (beef, and pig meat) 

 
We have ongoing development of the following criteria sets: 

• Criteria for maximum need of energy and heating in buildings. (Energy efficient buildings). 
• Fuels 
• Cleaning services 
• AV-products (TV:s and projectors) 
• Public baths 
• Household appliances 
• Climate criteria on construction works, steel and concrete for roads etcetera 
• Furniture 

 
The interest in the criteria has increased. The number of visits to the criteria database has increased by 
ten percent and the number of downloads of criteria documents has increased by five percent 
compared to 2018. We are currently making inquiries to users to improve our service and make the 
criteria database more user friendly. 
 

THE NETHERLANDS 
 

Update from the Netherlands 
 
The Dutch sustainable public procurement (SPP) activities follow the lines of the Dutch SPP Action 
Plan 2015-2020, which stands to be renewed this year. The intention is to take steps towards further 
integration of SPP in the regular work processes public organizations. At the same time, we intend to 
give extra attention to high-potential sectors for carbon reduction and a circular approach. 
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Some interesting new developments are: 
 
Buyer groups 
In the past two years we have worked with learning networks of public procurers around different 
subjects and sectors. We found this can be a great way to get public procurers started on sustainability. 
This year we are taking a next step, changing the learning networks into buyer groups. The new 
approach is to bring together procurers working on concrete procurements in a specific sector, such as 
ICT, road construction or chemicals for water treatment. By providing support and collective learning, 
we hope to boost the impact of SPP, accelerate learning and create more good examples for others to 
follow. This approach is comparable to the Green Deal Circular Procurement, but in a more focused 
setting. 
 
Procurement with impact 
Last year, the Dutch Home Affairs ministry has drawn up a plan to boost the uptake of SPP within the 
national government itself. Currently actions are underway for awareness raising with procurers and 
(especially) their high level clients in different relevant procurement sectors. In addition, a transition 
platform will be set up to support the organization in making sustainable decisions. 
 
Internal carbon pricing 
In 2019 the Dutch national government worked with the regions, water boards and municipalities to on 
internal carbon pricing, doing pilots, tool development, organization and awareness raising. Internal 
carbon pricing is a procurement technique in which the price of CO2 effects are figured into the design 
phase and the procurement decision (without affecting the real price). Final results are expected 
towards the end of March. Initial results are promising in for instance the building sector and office 
furniture. Effective internal carbon prices can be as high as €700 per ton of CO2. 
 
ARCTIC Partnership on procuring sustainable ICT  
The Netherlands is setting up a public-private collaboration on sustainable ICT procurement called 
ARCTIC (the Alliance for Responsible Circular and Transparent procurement of ICT). This alliance is 
a platform where big (public) procurers of ICT can come together to meet with ICT companies, set out 
shared procurement criteria and develop a shared roadmap to help guide the development of 
sustainable, circular laptops, smartphones and datacentres. First kick-off of the initiative is expected in 
May. The Netherlands will be reaching out to other countries, big buyers and market players to join.  
 

NORWAY 
 
Legislation and regulations 
The EU-Directives for public procurement were implemented in Norway 1. January 2017. According 
to the new Public Procurement Act, central, regional and local public authorities and bodies governed 
by public law must develop and maintain an overall procurement policy which aims to reduce adverse 
environmental effects and promote climate friendly solutions, where relevant. This should be done by 
assessing the environmental life cycle costs of the procurement.  
The Act also makes it mandatory for contracting authorities to establish adequate routines to promote 
respect for basic human rights in procurements where there is a risk of breach on such rights.  
Furthermore, the Act includes a provision on the use of apprentices by suppliers. When evaluating the 
tenders, the public authorities must also consider using an environmental award criterion with 30% 
weight. 
A Whitepaper from the parliament – Smart procurement – efficient and professional public 
procurement (Melding St. 22 (2018-2019) was published in April of 2019. This states that “The 
Government will prepare an action plan that will help increase the proportion of climate and 
environmentally friendly public procurement and green innovation.” 
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On behalf of the government, Norwegian Digitalization Agency (Digidir) earlier named (Difi -The 
Agency for Public management and e-Government)), are working on a draft for an Action plan on 
green and innovative public procurement. 
 
Guidance and GPP 
The government has allocated extra recourses to establish a program for guidance on GPP, and Digidir 
is responsible to organise and run this program. Our aim is to make it easy and preferable to choose 
green procurements, so that we in the next turn reduce CO2 emissions and environmental impact from 
PP.  
Earlier surveys tell us that it can be challenging for both procurers and environmental advisers to know 
when and how to ask for green products. Their feedback on the needs for guidance include:   

• Guidance related to the most important procurement categories. What is most important, and 
what will contribute most.  

• Ready-to-use criteria for use in tender documents, evaluation and in contracts 
• Advice on how to evaluate. 
• Best-practice-examples of GPP and exchanging experience with other procurers.  
• Tools, for example for calculating LCC and climate effects of the products.  
• Guidance on the use of green labels. 

 
A team consisting of 17 people with different professional backgrounds works with various topics 
within GPP to cover public procurers needs, including: Developing guidance and new criteria, life 
cycle analysis of environmental indicators, monitoring of GPP, estimation of environmental and 
climate effects of GPP, and tools and manuals for procurers to use on Digidir’s webpage. 
 
Status for our work, February 2020:  

• We have developed formulations for requirements and criteria for the environment and social 
responsibility, and documentation on the requirements that can be stipulated in a procurement 
process. These are available at the online tool Criteria Wizard for Sustainable Public 
Procurement. 

o light vehicles 
o new buildings 
o property rental 
o food and beverage products 
o meal services 
o household waste collection 
o collection of waste from public service enterprises 
o ICT-equipment – end of life management 
o Computers, monitors and tablets 
o Construction, food (climate smart menu), furniture and textiles will be launched 

during 2020.  
 

• In the fall of 2018, we completed a survey on green public procurement in Norway. In 2019 
we invited OECD to carry out a MAPS SPP2 assessment in order to identify strengths and 
weaknesses of the Norwegian procurement system related to sustainable procurement. Their 
report is launched the spring of 2020.  
 

                                                           
2 Methodology for Assessing Procurement Systems (MAPS). Sustainable Public Procurement is a supplementary 
module http://www.mapsinitiative.org/. 

https://kriterieveiviseren.difi.no/en
https://kriterieveiviseren.difi.no/en
http://www.mapsinitiative.org/
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• We are working with several contracting authorities to develop best practise examples of 
green public procurement within different categories. We also conduct cost/benefit analysis of 
those for sharing and inspiration.  
 

• We prioritize activities to strengthening capability on green public procurement. We are 
offering training, advice and assistance.  
 

• In 2019 we launched new guidance on LCC in building projects, plastic waste reduction and 
biofuels.     
 

• We have published guidance on Circular PP and established a cooperation with a local 
government where the aim is to run pilots, share knowledge and competence on circular 
procurement. 
 

Monitoring  
Establishing systems for monitoring GPP is vital to Digdir in order to understand the extent and effects 
of GPP. Monitoring of GPP will be an important part of the upcoming national action plan and is 
planned to be done within prioritised sectors such as transport, construction and buildings, food and 
meal services, and ICT equipment. Monitoring is planned to be done on four pillars: 1) monitoring of 
the preconditions for green/sustainable procurements, 2) monitoring of practices, 3) monitoring of 
environmental and cost effects and 4) monitoring of benefits to society.  
The first pillar (preconditions) will mainly focus on enterprises’ competence, leader focus, goals, 
budgets, tools, barriers, etc., and will be done using surveys. Digdir sent out a large survey in 2018 
which revealed lacking competence among public enterprises. We are currently planning a follow-up 
survey to be released in 2020.  
The second pillar (practices) will focus on how procurers work in order to achieve GPP. Monitoring 
will be done using surveys (e.g. on planning of procurements), online forms where procurers respond 
if they have used environmental criteria, and automated analysis of tenders to see if they include 
environmental criteria (e.g. Digdirs criteria) and hopefully an estimate on the level of ambition.  
The third pillar (effects) will focus on environmental effects (such as emissions) and is planned to be 
measured using pilot procurements which use Digdirs criteria, and theoretical estimated of effects 
using the literature. We will develop online calculators which will estimate effects based on what we 
learn which can be used by procurers to estimate their own effect on purchases. We have currently 
made two calculators showing the effects on emissions and costs using Digdirs criteria for 
procurements of cars and vans.  
The fourth pillar (benefits to society) will focus on how GPP is helping support national climate and 
environmental goals. This may investigate the effects GPP has on emissions and costs, and put this 
into the context of national goals, policy and ambitions. 
Together, these initiatives will produce statistics and allow us to monitor the extent, effects and 
potential for GPP. We are working on developing indicators and connecting them to national 
environmental and climate goals. With this, we may be able to estimate how GPP is contributing to 
achieve national goals. 
 
Socially responsible public procurement 
A number of public contracting authorities have good systems for following up pay and working 
conditions in relation to contracts. Some of them have developed good tools and templates for their 
work. Digdir has collated a number of these organisations' in-house documents and developed general 
guidance and tools. This includes contracts requirements relating to pay and working conditions and a 
self-reporting questionnaire to use in follow up processes.  Digdir has also developed a risk-
management tool (in Norwegian only) and general guidance om pay and working conditions in public 
contracts (in Norwegian only).  
 
Furthermore, Digdir provides public procurers with guidance on how they can carry out public 
procurements that promotes respect for human rights. This guidance includes templates of contracts 

https://www.anskaffelser.no/verktoy/kontrakter-og-avtaler/kontraktskrav-lonns-og-arbeidsvilkar
https://www.anskaffelser.no/verktoy/templates/egenrapportering-om-lonns-og-arbeidsvilkar
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requirements and qualification requirements (in Norwegian only) relating to respect for fundamental 
human rights.  To use in the follow up process Digdir has developed a self-assessment questionnaire. 
 
Digdir has updated our high-risk product list with information on so-called high-risk products. 
Products are defined as «high risk procurement» when there are systematic documented high risk of 
human rights abuse occurring in the supply chain, meaning the value chain from raw material 
extraction to component production until finishing assembling. Updated information can be found in 
English at:  https://www.anskaffelser.no/english/socially-responsible-public-procurement/information-
about-high-risk-products 
 
Innovation 
One of the top priorities we are working on when it comes to Public Procurement for Innovation is 
zero emission construction sites. Oslo municipality has taken the lead in a process where suppliers are 
challenged to develop zero emission construction machines. 
Further, Digdir participates in several projects using the innovation partnership procedure. Although 
the projects are not directly addressing GPP topics, the experience using this procedure will be 
valuable for potential future use of the procedure for GPP projects. 
 
 

ICLEI 
 
 
Key project and initiative developments 
 
Initiatives 
Procura+ European Sustainable Procurement Network 
The Procura+ European Sustainable Procurement Network launched the Procura+ Awards 2020 in 
winter of 2020. The award categories for this year are: 

• Sustainable Procurement of the Year  
• Innovation Procurement of the Year 
• Procurement Initiative of the Year 
• Outstanding Innovation Procurement of ICT 
 

The application period closes on March 31. Shortlisted candidates will be announced soon after. The 
Jury has been confirmed. 
 
The Procura+ conference (formerly EcoProcura) series brings together procurers and policy makers 
from across Europe and the world to learn about and exchange on the sustainable, innovation and 
circular public procurement. The next Procura+ conference is planned to take place end of November 
2020, in Lisbon (Portugal). 
 
Procura+ East Asia Network 
ICLEI East Asia launched the Procura+ East Asia network for sustainable procurement in 2018. 
Procura+ East Asia is an affiliated network of Procura+ European Sustainable Procurement Network. 
Five Chinese and one Korean local governments and strategic partners from Japan, Mongolia and 
China have joined the Network. 
 
Global Lead City Network on Sustainable Procurement  
The Global Lead City Network on Sustainable Procurement (GLCN) is an initiative co-coordinated by 
ICLEI involving 14 cities across the globe, committed to drive a transition to sustainable consumption 
and production by implementing sustainable and innovation procurement against ambitious, 
quantified targets. ICLEI is looking to recruit further cities to the network from different world 

https://www.anskaffelser.no/english/socially-responsible-public-procurement/information-about-high-risk-products
https://www.anskaffelser.no/english/socially-responsible-public-procurement/information-about-high-risk-products
http://www.procuraplus.org/
http://eastasia.iclei.org/jp/newsdetails/article/procura-east-asia-launched-to-accelerate-green-procurement.html
http://glcn-on-sp.org/home/
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regions, focusing on regional sustainable procurement leaders – in terms of achievements and/or 
ambition. The network is currently chaired by the City of Tshwane (South Africa). 
 
One Planet Sustainable Public Procurement Programme 
ICLEI is a lead and active supporter of the worldwide uptake of socially responsible, environmentally 
friendly and economically sound purchasing through the One Planet Sustainable Public Procurement 
(SPP) Programme. The initiative is mandated by the UN member states and supports the 
implementation of Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) 12 - ensuring Sustainable Consumption and 
Production. 
ICLEI, together with three further organisations is jointly managing the Programme to accelerate the 
uptake of sustainable procurement (SPP) – a key pillar in achieving SDG 12. The co-leads are: 

• Environment Development Centre of the Ministry of Ecology and Environment of China 
(EDC) 

• The Ministry of Infrastructure and Water Management (Rijkswaterstaat, RWS) of the 
Netherlands 

• UN Environment Programme 

Current and upcoming project developments 
This last period has seen intense activity at the global level and in particular in Europe, East Asia and 
Africa with new initiatives, projects, and high-level events held. An overview is provided below. 
 
Big Buyers Initiative 
The Big Public Buyers Initiative is as a platform for promoting and enabling collaboration between big 
public buyers on strategic public procurement to help drive the market for innovative goods and 
services. The main aim of the initiative is to enhance the uptake of strategic public procurement in 
Europe through partnerships with public buyers. Three working groups have been established, each 
involving 5-12 public buyers, focusing on Electric vehicles, Circular construction materials, Zero 
emission construction sites where there is a shared public need not sufficiently provided by the current 
market. The working groups will deliver a tangible outcome such as the development of common 
procurement standards, the launching of a joint statement of demand, or a joint procurement exercise.  
 
Marketplace of the European Innovation Partnership on Smart Cities and Communities 
The European Innovation Partnership on Smart Cities and Communities (EIP-SCC) is a major market-
changing undertaking supported by the European Commission bringing together cities, industries, 
SMEs, investors, researchers and other smart city actors. 
By means of the Matchmaking platform and events enable the EIP-SCC Marketplace, its Action 
Clusters and initiatives to support cities by increasing the availability of innovative technologies 
through replication at scale, leading to better services and lower cost. This includes the continued 
support to the identification and development of technical, economic and organisational solutions, 
which can be applied to European cities at a large scale. The main sectors of focus are Infrastructure, 
Energy, Mobility & Transport and ICT 
ICLEI’s role is to support the matchmaking process and lead on the procurement work.  
 
Intelligent Cities Challenge (ICC)  
ICC will support EU cities to build ecosystems of smart growth, harnessing the benefits of advanced 
technologies while prioritising the economic growth, the wellbeing of the citizens, and the 
environmental and social sustainability. Cities will be supported to act as levers for industrial 
modernisation and the transition to circular economy, clean technologies and resource efficiency. The 
cities will lead by example towards decarbonisation and boost through procurement and urban 
planning the uptake of alternative low carbon means of transportation, efficient and more sustainable 
logistics, transformation of their building stock and testing of innovative building solutions. The 
outcome is that participating cities will start already taking concrete actions towards this direction on 
a local level, and with the collaboration of all local stakeholders, and jointly accessing funds for the 
implementation of cross boarder investment and city development projects. 

http://www.oneplanetnetwork.org/sustainable-public-procurement
http://www.oneplanetnetwork.org/sustainable-public-procurement
https://sustainable-procurement.org/big-buyers-initiative/
https://eu-smartcities.eu/
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ICLEI’s role is to help identify cities, provide expertise on the procurement aspects and support the 
cities.   
 
European Innovation Council  
The European Innovation Council (EIC) is part of the European Commission's effort to give 
innovative companies better opportunities to become world-leading enterprises. The goals of the 
European Innovation Council are: 

• Putting Europe at the forefront of market-creating innovation (fundamentally different from 
existing markets, e.g. through a new combination of physical and digital issues, of products 
and services, of technologies and business models). 

• Providing EU added value by focusing on innovators / companies with the potential to scale 
up at European and/or international level. 

• Intervening where private investors are unable to get a loan (e.g. due to higher technology, 
market, regulatory risks associated with market creating innovation), with the aim of 
crowding in private investment 

• Complementing existing EU innovation initiatives that focus on established markets / 
technologies / sectors (e.g. through public-private partnerships, development of technology 
roadmaps/ sectoral strategies, etc.). 
 

ICLEI’s role is to 

• To support partnership building between EIC Community members and public procurers 
interested in working with EIC SME’s; 

• Organize activities aimed to stimulate business deals (market dialogues and webinars); 

• Onboarding of private and public procurers interested in working with innovators on the EIC 
Community Platform and motivate their active participation in the EIC Community. 

 
Innovation Procurement Brokers:  
European Commission Directorate General or Internal Market, Industry, Entrepreneurship and SMEs 
The main objective of this project is to establish an Innovation Procurement Broker (IPB) that brings 
together and facilitates the procurement of innovative goods and services between contracting 
authorities, suppliers of innovation (with a special focus on SMEs and start-ups), investors, and 
researchers. This sustainable business model is based on scaling up the activities of 5 pilot schemes at 
European level. The pilots are implemented at regional and national level testing out different 
approaches. 
 
AI 4 Cities  
The AI4Cities project aims to harness this potential by bringing together leading European cities 
looking for energy and mobility solutions to reduce GHG emissions and support their climate action 
commitments towards carbon neutrality. Helsinki (Finland), Amsterdam (Netherlands), Copenhagen 
(Denmark), Paris region (France), Stavanger (Norway) and Tallinn (Estonia) are the six European 
cities and regions involved in this project. 
 
These six cities will go through a Pre-Commercial Procurement (PCP) process. PCP is an innovation 
procurement tool to stimulate market innovation as it enables the public sector to steer the 
development of new solutions directly towards its needs. The six cities will define the needs and 
requirements of the energy and mobility solutions to be developed, and challenge start-ups, SMEs and 
companies to design innovative solutions applying the use of AI and related enabling digital 
technologies, such as 5G, Internet of Things (IoT), cloud computing and big data applications. 
 
CityLoops  

https://ec.europa.eu/research/eic/index.cfm?pg=home
https://innovation-procurement.org/innobrokers/
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CityLoops is a four-year EU-funded project focused on two waste streams: organic, and construction 
and demolition waste, including soil. Høje-Taastrup and Roskilde (Denmark), Mikkeli (Finland), 
Apeldoorn (the Netherlands), Bodø (Norway), Porto (Portugal) and Seville (Spain) are the seven 
European cities involved in the project that will develop and test a series of demonstration actions on 
construction and demolition waste (CDW) and organic waste (OW) with the aim of achieving 
material circularity. Procurement will be used as a mechanism to assist in achieving the demonstration 
actions. 
ICLEI manages the project. 
The Procure2Innovate project seeks to improve institutional support for public procurers in a range 
of sectors and particularly the ICT sector that implement innovation procurement. The project 
establishes or expands competence centres for innovation procurement in ten European Union 
countries. 
In April 2019 ICLEI began work on developing the EC’s ‘Buying Social’ - a Guide on taking account 
of social considerations in public procurement’. The guide will be published later this year. ICLEI is 
also developing 70 good practice cases for considering fair and social aspects in procurement, which 
will be published later this year as well. 
To increase the uptake of Life Cycle Costing (LCC) considerations in tenders throughout the 
European Union, the European Commission would like to provide practitioners with harmonised, 
widely agreed LCC methodologies and tools. Ecoinstitut SCCL and ICLEI (and relevant 
subcontractors) have developed the tools, which are now published on the EU GPP website. 
ICLEI has developed an ambitious training programme to professionalise and scale up GPP on an 
EU-wide level. The training toolkit covers all key aspects of GPP and trainings are currently being 
offered by local trainers in eleven EU member states (Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus, Estonia, Hungary, 
Latvia, Lithuania, Malta, Poland, Portugal). The training activities began this spring (2019) and are 
made up of four sessions, allowing participants the chance to apply the learning in between modules 
and develop knowledge through practical tasks. The toolkit modules are available online and can be 
used for further training sessions. 
On behalf of the EC ICLEI is managing the EU GPP Helpdesk. The Helpdesk answers enquiries 
from all EU Member States on GPP, provides case studies and shares information on the latest 
developments in Europe. 
Circular PP is a three-year project supported by the Interreg Baltic Sea Region Programme that aims 
at implementing pilot circular procurement programmes. ICLEI has been subcontracted by 
Rijkswatersaat to provide mentoring services to the city of Aalborg in the implementation of two 
circular procurement pilots, and subcontracted by project lead Aalborg to provide project management 
and communication support. The project is finishing in May 2020. 
The Make ICT Fair project aims at improving the lives of workers and those impacted along 
different stages of the Information and Communication Technology (ICT) supply. The public 
procurement aspect of the project focuses on using procurement to improve social responsibility 
within supply chains. This includes developing and pilot testing procurement criteria with public 
authorities (Advanced Purchasing Universities Consortium Scotland, Barcelona, Stockholm, Haarlem, 
Greater London Authority, and more) and consulting with manufacturers and suppliers of ICT 
through a series of Meet the Buyer events. Three events were held since October 2018: In Nijmegen 
(Netherlands), in Barcelona (Spain), and in Haarlem (Netherlands). A market engagement for fair ICT 
is planned to take place in Malmö later this year. 
 
ICLEI Africa is supporting the Green Economy Strategy in South Africa by assisting provincial and 
local governments in the Western Cape to implement SPP in policy and action. ICLEI is a partner in 
the South African SPP Network. The network facilitates knowledge sharing and co-production of 
solutions on how to practically implement SPP, and builds the capacity of leaders and champions for 
SPP in South Africa’s cities. ICLEI is also developing an implementation programme for green 
procurement in state-subsidised housing to improve building efficiency and reduce the environmental 
impact. 
To keep up to date on the latest news from the Procura+ Network and ICLEI’s sustainable 
procurement projects, please sign up to the Procura+ Update by emailing procurement@iclei.org  
 

http://procure2innovate.eu/
http://circularpp.eu/
http://www.procuraplus.org/interest-groups/makeictfair/
http://www.sustainable-procurement.org/news/?c=search&uid=HYLX5kfY
http://www.sustainable-procurement.org/news/?c=search&uid=v6v61lPY
http://www.sustainable-procurement.org/news/?c=search&uid=JJXe4fDV
mailto:procurement@iclei.org
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